Design a travel brochure to convince me to visit your country! **Your brochure MUST include representation of the 5 Themes of Geography.** Make sure that it is organized, creative and informative. It should cover all areas mentioned below. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask! Refer to your book for references as well as other materials in the room! We will complete this on Monday!

**Brochure Requirements:**

**Content:**

a. **Location**
   
   i. Provide both absolute and relative location.
   
      a) The relative location can be done by drawing a map of the country, and including surrounding countries and/or bodies of water.
   
      b) Absolute location can be any coordinates of latitude and longitude that go through the country.

b. **Place**
   
   i. Provide at least 2 examples of locations that are important to the country. Explain why these places are important to the country. (What makes it special? Why should people visit these places?)
   
      1. Include drawings of those places.

c. **Human and Environment Interaction:**
   
   i. Provide at least 2 examples of how the environment impacts humans in that country and explain what modifications or adaptations have been made. (Think about: Have the forests been cut down to build houses, have roads been paved for transportation, is pollution a problem? Etc…) This does not have to be something negative, you can also research and see if they use the environment to their advantage…look at farming techniques!

d. **Movement:**
   
   i. Explain the importance of these types of movement to the country. Ideas for movement could be the following:
   
      1. Transportation: How do most people get around in the country? By bus, car, walk bike etc…).
          a. Include images along with description.
      2. Imports & Exports: What types of products are moved out or into the country?
          a. Include an image of the export/import

e. **Region:**
   
   i. Name the region the country is located in.
   
      a) Explain what traits make this country part of that region (is it their language, culture, religion…etc)